
 HTC:
Attach both shields on back of 
phone, placing both pieces
under camera.

Flip phone:
Align then attach larger shield
over front speaker. Attach black
shield above battery on
back of phone. 

How to attach Cell Shield
Clean phone surface or case for shield to 
adhere properly. Remove safety tapes 
from the bottom of both shields to 
expose adhesive surface, then attach to 
phone. Note: Manufacturer recommends 
product replacement after 2 yrs.  (Cell 
Shield can be re-attached to another 
phone using additional adhesive)

Blackberry:
Align then attach larger 
shield over front speaker. 
Attach black shield on
back of phone. 

Samsung 
Galaxy: S2,S3,S4
Attach both shields on 
back of phone, placing
both pieces under 
camera. 

iPhone: 4,4s,5
Attach smaller black shield on 
front R or L corner. Attach larger 
shield on back of phone.
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Cell Shield User’s Guide

1. What is Cell Shield?
Cell shield is an innovative product that can 
protect it’s users against potentially harmful 
effect of electromagnetic waves. Cell Shield is a 
composite of five different ceramics that have the 
propensity to absorb potentially harmful electric 
and magnetic waves. These ceramics are able to 
render them harmless by converting them into 
shorter far infra-red rays, which are useful bionic 
energy. Throughout this conversion process, the 
ceramics molecular structure undergoes dynamic 
changes in order to continuously reproduce this 
benefit. This in turn reduces the impact of the 
electromagnetic waves and its adverse effect on 
it’s users health.

2. Cross sectional view of Cell Shield.
Cell Shield is made of a new ceramic composition
that absorbs up to 90% of electromagnetic waves.

Cell Phone Radiation Penetrates the Brain
When you use a cell phone, radiation emitted from the antenna is absorbed

 by your brain. Children’s brains absorb more RF than adults’.

images form the study conducted by Dr. Om Gandhi, of the University of Utah, depicting 
radiation penetrating the skull. Dr. Gandhi showed radiation penetration of a 5-year old
(75%), a 10 year old (50%), and an adult (25%). 

3. What is SAR
According to the Cellular Telecommunications 
Industry Association, Specific Absorption Rate,
or SAR, is “a way of measuring the quantity of 
radio frequency energy that is absorbed by the 
body.” SAR is expressed in terms of watts per
kilogram. For a phone to be sold in the US,
it must be 1.6 SAR or less, according to 
FCC regulations.


